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We consider the methods of error detection and correction in devices and 
programs calculating functions f: G --+ g where G is a finite group and g is a 
field. For error detection and correction we use linear checks generated by convo- 
lutions in the field K of the original function f and some checking idempotent 
function 3: G --+ {0, 1}. For the construction f the optimal checking function 
we use methods of harmonic analysis over the group G in the field K. Since 
these methods will be the main tools for the construction f optimal checks, we 
consider the algorithms for the fast computation of Fourier Transforms over 
the group G in the field K. We solve the problem of error detecting and 
correcting capability for our methods for two important classes of decoding 
procedures (memoryless and memory-aided decoding) and consider the question 
of syndrome computation for these methods. We describe also properties of error 
correcting codes generated by convolution checks. 
1. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
Development of universal methods for detecting and correcting errors in the 
process of calculation of the given function realized with the aid of specific 
devices, or with the aid of computer programs is a topical problem. The present 
study, devoted to a possible solution of this problem, deals with the detection and 
correction of errors in calculation of functions defined over finite groups (commu- 
tative and non-commutative), an "error" in this context being defined as cata- 
strophic failure of the calculating device, or as an error in the text of the program. 
Examples of the devices in question are: blocks of arithmetic units of a 
computer, networks whose operation is described by two or many-valued 
switching functions, linear control systems over finite groups (Karpovsky and 
Trachtenberg, 1977a), rearrangeable switching networks whose output depends 
on permutation of input terminals (Opferman and Tsao-Wu, 1971), etc. We shall 
refer to any device or program calculating the g ivenf  as a computation channelf. 
Let f be a function defined over a finite group G of order ] G [ and {K~.}, 
m 
( j  = 1,..., m) be a set of fields, such that Im f C ('lj=l Kj (Im f is the range 
off).  
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For detecting and correcting errors in channel f, we shall use systems of 
linear checks in the fields Kj: 4 
(~H~ @f)(t)  zx ~ 3Hj(~)f(t (2) ~-1) = ~0j(t) + ~3", (Kj), (1) 
geG 
for all t E G, j =- 1,..., m. Where @ is the operation of group convolution, (2) is 
the group operation, ~-1 is the inverse of ~ ~ G, 
1, t~Hs;  (Hi C G) 
~"~(~) = 0, ~ ¢ Hi; 
q~j: G --~ Kj some "simple" checking function (for example, q~ = const). 
All arithmetic operations in (1) are carried out in the field Kj ,  as indicated by 
the symbol (Kj) on the right. 
Methods of error detection and error correction in computation channels by 
means of linear checks of type (1) were considered by Karpovsky (1977a) for 
the case when G is an Abelian group, m = 1 and K 1 = C -- the field of complex 
numbers and in (Karpovsky and Trachtenberg, 1977b) were given some results 
(without proofs) about error detection and correction in computation channels 
for the case K 1 = K a = ... = K m = C. Several examples of linear checks of 
type (1) for such important computation channels as counters, adders, sub- 
tractors, multipliers, etc. were given by Karpovsky (1977a) and Karpovsky and 
Traehtenberg (1977b). 
We note that for the important case Imf  C N (N is the set of integers) the 
transition, in (1), from the field C of complex numbers to the field GF(q) of q 
elements (q ~ maxt~af(t), q being a prime number) results, generally speaking, 
in reductioja of the complexity 1] 3~zj I] ~ ~]c~a 3Hj(~) of check (1) (see Section 4). 
We shall also consider in this paper, methods of error detection and correction 
for system of functions defined on finite groups (Section 4) and methods of 
network implementation f these checks (Section 5). 
In searching for optimal checks of type (l) in terms of [j 3H~ [I, we shall apply 
methods of harmonic analysis over group G in the fields Kj ( j  ~- 1,..., m). 
(The choice of I] ~H~ ][as complexity criterion in (1) will be justified in Section 5.) 
An analogous approach, based on methods of harmonic analysis over finite 
groups, is described by Karpovsky (1976, 1977b). 
Since harmonic analysis over finke group G in the field K will be the main 
tool in this work we shall consider in Section 3 the algorithms of fast computation 
of Fourier transforms for functions f :  G -+ K. 
Methods of harmonic analysis yield simple and convenient from the computa- 
tion viewpoint search procedures for optimal checks, but on the other hand have 
the following basic disadvantages: 
(i) For a given finke group, it is not in every field K that technique of 
Fourier transform ay be used. 
(ii) Only checks where Hj are normal subgroups of G will be constructed. 
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It should also be noted that checks of type 1, at cpj(t) = 0 for all t c G, hj = 0 
and Kj = GF(q) (j = 1,..., m), are analogous to those used for syndrome 
calculation in decoding procedure for q-ary linear error-correcting codes. The 
properties of error-correcting codes generated by systems of checks of type (1) 
will be considered in Section 7. 
In addition to the present section, the paper contains ix others: 
The second section presents ome prerequisites from harmonic analysis over 
finite group G in a field K. The third section presents algorithms for the fast 
computation of the corresponding Fourier transforms when G is a direct product 
H of some groups H i ,  G = 1-I j=l j .  The fourth section deals with construction 
methods for optimal checks of type (1). The fifth section deals with calculation 
of error syndromes. The theorems of the sixth section solve the problem of the 
correcting and detecting capability of systems of checks (1) for two different 
methods of decoding. Section 7 is devoted to linear error-correcting codes 
generated by a system of checks of type (1). 
2. FOURIER TRANSFORMS OVER THE FINITE GROUP G AND FIELD K 
Let G be an arbitrary finite group with i G[ elements and K any field of 
characteristic char K. In the spaceLa,K z { f  : G ~ K} we shall use the elements 
of the non-equivalent absolutely irreducible representations of G over the field 1,2 
as an orthogonal basis. 
Recall (Dornhoff, 1971) that representation 09of degree do~ in a linear space V 
(dim V = d~o) over K is defined as a homomorphism 09: G --~ GL(do~, K), where 
GL(d~, K) is the group of all invertible (do, × d~)-matrices over K. The value of 
representation 09at the point t e G will be denoted by [09, t] and the functions 
generated by [09, t] when 09 and t are fixed will be denoted by [09, "] and [', t] 
respectively. 
Two representations 091 and 09 2 of the same degree doj 1 = d% are said to be 
equivalent if there exists an invertible (d~o 1 × d~l)-matrix Q over K such that 
Q-11091, t]Q = [co~, t], (K) for every t ~ G. 
A representation 09in linear space V over K is said to be irreducible if V has 
no proper 09-invariant subspaces, and is absolutely irreducible if it remains 
irreducible in any extension of K. 
Henceforth it will be assumed that 
(i) char K ~ 0, or char K does not divide ] G F. (Throughout this paper, 
] A I denotes the cardinality of the set A, and a ] b (a × b) signifies that a is (not) 
a divisor of b.) 
(ii) K is such that if 09 is an irreducible representation f G in a linear space 
V over K, then 09 is absolutely irreducible (i.e., K is the so-called splitting field 
for G. See, e.g., Dornhoff, 1974). 
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We note that K = C (C, the field of complex numbers) is the splitting field 
for any G. Conditions for K to be a splitting field for a given group G, and 
construction methods for absolutely irreducible representations of G in K, 
are considered in algebraical literature for the great variety of groups G and fields 
K (see, e.g., Dornhoff, 1971). 
Let ~ = {o9} denote the set of all nonequivalent absolutely irreducible repre- 
sentations of G in K, indexed so that o9 is of degree d~ (~ is the dual object for G); 
I ~ [ equals the number of conjugate classes of G, and we have 
,U  = I a l .  (2) 
meg 
Let fd  G -+ M(a~, K) where M(a, ,  K)- - the set of all (a~ × a~)--matrices over 
K and ~ • , i.~ --~ M(bfl, o K)  where for every o9 e G ~0~(o9) is a (d~ × d~)-block 
matrix over K with blocks 
Denote 
"(~'~)" ' M(b~, K) (i 1, 2; j ,  s 1 .... , dog). 
(A ,A)~ ~ Y~ (A(t) ®A(t-q) ;  
/:eG 
do) 
oJeG j, s=l  
Here @ Kronecker product of matrices; 
(x). (3) 
<A ,f2)o e M(ala 2 , K); @~, ~o~) o e M(b~b2, K). 
Let [w, t]~.j denote (i, j)-th element of matrix [co, t] ( i , j  = 1 ..... do~). We recall 
(Dornhoff, 1971) the orthogonality relations for the [ G] functions {[o9, "]~/} 
([o9~ "],.,~ [o9~ "]~,a>o - I G I ~.u I ~2 ~I ~2 ~'1 '2' (K) (4) 
, , , d~ 1 ' , , 
(Here o91, °)2 e ~; i I ,Jl ~ I,..., d@ i s ,J2 : I,-., do~2; ~ is the Kronecker delta, 
and [ G I/do~ e K.) 
The character of the representation co is defined as the trace [oJ, "]. The 
characters satisfy the following orthogonality relations 
(trace [o)1, "], trace [o)2, "])o ~- 1 G I ~1.~; 
(K) 
(trace [', tl] , trace [', t~-l])¢ - -  J G I 3q,~2; 
where v h is the cardinality of the conjugate class of G which contains t 1 (Dornhoff, 
1971). 
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We consider now the important case of Abelian group G and Galois field 
K = GF(q*). In this case G may be represented as a direct product of cyclic 
subgroups 
G =/ /1  × "'" × H~, i.e. teG,  t : (t~ ..... t,), t~(O,  1,..., ]H j1 -  1}, 
I H j I  is a power of a prime number, the group operation is componentwise 
addition mod ! Hj ], j ~ 1,..., n. Let ~ be the least common multiple of ] H 1 l ..... 
] H~ ] and "%/T ~ GF(q~), i.e. the equation x" = 1 is solvable in GF(q ~') or, in other 
words, /xIqr --  1. Since /zl l  G I then q ¢[ G I and GF(q r) is a splitting field 
for G. In th i s  cased~= 1 for all co~,  G -~1 × "" ×@~,  ~ isamul t i -  
plicative group of characters which is isomorphic to G and Hj isomorphic to 
~ j ,  i.e., co = (col ,..-, oJ,), coj ~ {0, 1,..., I H~ ] --  1} and we have 
[co, t] = I~I ~jtj =j , cos, tj ~ {0, 1,..., I Hj ] --  1}, (GF(q*)). (5) 
]=1 
Here ~j = I/~1 ~/ i  e GF(q ~) (j = 1,..., n). 
For the case K ----- C, ~:j = exp(2~/I Hj I), i = (--1) 1/2 and if] H 1 [ --  --  
] H~] then, [co, "] is known as Chrestenson functions and for q = 2 as Walsh 
functions (see, e.g., Karpovsky, 1976). 
Let f :  G ~ K. It follows by (3), (4) that the Fourier transforms Fc .K : f -+f  
and inverse Fourier transforms F~,l~:f--* f on the group G in the field K may be 
defined as follows 
& <f, [~o, .]~, (6) / (~) - /e l  
f ( t )  = <f, [', t]>~. (7) 
For the Fourier transform FG.r: f ~ f on the group G in the field K the usual 
properties of linearity, translation of arguments, convolution, Plancherel, 
Wiener-Khinchine, Poisson theorems are valid. 
Now let ~2 _C ~ and denote 
~± z~ 0 kern co = ('~ {t I [co , t] = E}, E-the identity matrix. 
¢oe[2 o~.Q 
A subset f2 C ~ is said to be closed (notation £2 = ~)  if for any co ¢ X2 we have 
~2 ± ~ Kern co. Then for every normal subgroup H of G there is a unique ~ _C 
such that ~Q± = H. Moreover, any ~ is isomorphic to the dual object G/~ ± of 
the factor group G/~ ± and elements of the set ~ are constants on the cosets of G 
modulo ~±; in addition if ~(.Q) zx 32o~n d~ 2 then a(~) It G 1, ~(G) = [ a l and 
~(x~) I~  ± I = I a I. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let f ( t )  = t 2 --  170t --  35, t ~ {0,..., 28 --  1} and t represented 
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TABLE I 
G = C2 × Sz 
t, • (t l ,  t~) t 
= G x ,~ 
0 1 2 3 4 5 A f~ 
(~o~) 
o (o, o) 1 
0 
1 (0, (132)) --1 
--1 
(Oo o~ o) 2 (0, (123)) 0 --1 
1 - - I  
(~oy) 
3 (o, (12)) - 1 
0 
4 (o,(13))  o - 
--1 
5 (0, (23)) 1 
1 - -  
6 (1,0) 1 
0 
7 (1, (132)) --1 
' : - -  X 
(-i o°) 8 (1, (123)) 0 
1 ~--1 
(_~ o y) 
9 (1, (12))  -1  
0 
10 (t,(13)) 0 -  
--1 
11 (1, (23)) 1 
1 - -  
1111 (~ ~)(~ ~) 
111~ (i i )( i  i) 
111~ (i i )( i  i) 
1~ ~o 1o (: lo°) (: ~o°) 
~ ~o ~ ~o (i i)(11 ~i) 
~ ~o 1~o (i i )( i  ~ i) 
~,o lO ~ (~ ~) 
o 
~o lOl (~ ~) 
(i i) 
(: i) 
0 10 
0 1 
1 0 
0 4 
1 0 
0 0 
0 2 
0 0 
1 1 
0 8 
1 3 
0 1 
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in the binary form t = (t 1 ,..., ts) , tj ~{0, 1}. Then f :  C2 s --+ C where Cz s is the 
group of binary vectors with eight components, and the group operation is 
componentwise addition mod 2. 
All the representations of C2 s in C have degree one, and in a according with (5) 
[oJ, t] =exp(~r(--i)l/2f %tj)=(--1)Y'~=l~J;oJj,tj~{O, 1}. 
j= l  
Fourier (Walsh) transform in this case defined by formula 
/(co) = 2 -s 2 f ( t ) ( - -1)  ~=l~jtj 
~C2 8 
For the polynomial f(t)= t 2 -  170t - -35  we have f (co )= 0 if ]i ~1] = 
8 
Zj=~ o~; > 2. 
The dual object C~ s is isomorphic to C2 s and g2 = ~ _C C2 a iff ~ is a subgroup 
of C2 s. 
Linear checks of type (1) for this polynomial will be constructed in Section 4, 
and error-detecting and correcting capabilities of these checks will be considered 
in Section 6. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let G. be the multiplication group of the twelve (3 × 3)- 
matrices t = (tid), i,j = 1, 2, 3 over the field C represented in Table I. Note 
that G is isomorphic to the direct product of the cyclic group C 2 = (0, 1} of 
order 2 with generating element 1 and the symmetric group of permutations 
S~ = {0, (132), (123), (12), (13), (23)} (see Table I). Table I lists also all absolutely 
irreducible representations for the given group G = C a × S a in GF(11) (GF(11) 
is a splitting field for C 2 × S 8 .) 
All closed subsets .Q _C ~ with the corresponding a(~) and ~± are represented 
for the given group G = Ca X S 3 in Table II.  
TABLE II 
~o {0} i {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11} 
~1 {0, 1) 2 (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} 
s72 {0, 2} 2 {0, 1, 2, 6, 7, 8} 
~ {0, 3} 2 {0, 1, 2, 9, 10, 11} 
s~4 {0, 1, 2, 3} 4 {0, 1, 2} 
sT~ {0, 2, 4} 6 (o, 6} 
~6 {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} 12 (0} 
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3. COMPUTATION OF FOURIER TRANSFORMS FOR FINITE GROUP G AND FIELD K 
We consider methods of computation of Fourier Fa,K and inverse Fourier 
F~11c transforms. For the case when G is a group of binary (q-ary) n-vectors, the 
Fourier transform on G in the field C of complex numbers is called the Walsh- 
Hadamard (Chrestenson-Hadamard) transform. In such cases, there exist 
algorithms of the Fast Walsh-Hadamard (Chrestenson-Hadamard) transforms, 
which require n • 2 n (n • qn) elementary operations, and 2n(q n) memory cells to 
compute Fa.c or Fal c . Those algorithms are generalized for the case where G 
is an arbitrary finite Abelian group and K = C in (Apple and Wintz, 1971). In 
(Karpovsky, 1977c) these algorithms were given for G and arbitrary (non-Abelian) 
finite group and K = C. We generalize (see Theorem 1) this technique for the 
case where G finite group isomorphic to a direct product of some groups H a 
?Z 
(j = 1,..., n), G = lTI~=l H,- and K is an arbitrary field (such that char K = 0 
or char K ~" ] G [ and K is a splitting field for G). 
For this case (see, e.g., Dornhoff, 1971) 
[o,, t] = @ [o,j, td, (K). (8) 
J=l 
where % ~ H3", t~ ~ Hi, and @ denotes the Kronecker product of matrices over K. 
= n H THEOREM 1. Let G YIj=I ~ . For any f : G--~ K set f - - f in )  f : f(n~ 
ana for any o~ = (~1 ,..., ~)  denote by ( ]~% (o~1 ,..., o~) the (d~ × d~)-bloek 
matrix received by partitioning of f~(% .... , o9~) with blocks of dimensions 
n- -1  n - -1  
(I-I,r=l d%. X I-I r=l d~%). 
Let 
fo-a) = (f(g~, [%, .])nj, (9) 
flj-1) = ((flJ))~, [., tj])&. ( j  = n, n -- 1,..., 1). (10) 
(Here (fc~))~ (% ,..., %,  tj+l ,..., t~) is a (d~ × d~)-block matrix received by 
partitioning of f~J)(~Ol ..... %,  tj+ 1 ,..., t,) with block of dimensions (1-~-=] d,~ × 
j - -1  1-Ir=l d%). Then 
d~ ffo)(w),f(t ) =f(o)(t) ' (K). (11) f (o J ) -  IG I  
Proof. By (3), (6), (8) we have for any co ~ 0 and any t E G 
d~ d~ (.f, @ [%, tj]) 
f (o ) )  - -  1 G]  <f' [~o, "])c - -  1 G I j=~ 
d~ 
= -]--07- <''" <<f'. [oo.,. "]>v-z., [°Jn-~, "])z._~ ,-.., [wa, "])hi, (K) 
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and in view of (9)/(oJ) = ddl G lS<°'(o~), (g). Similarly, in view of (3), (7), (8) 
we have 
(n ) 
f(t) =<f , [ ' , t ] )¢  = f ,@[ ' , t j ]  
x j=l  0 
~_ <... (((<(/(n)) p, [. ,  tn])Ern)~o ' [.,  tn_l]>/~n_l)~o . . .  [ . ,  t l]>/~l . 
Hence, by (10), we have f(t) = f<°)(t). 
It follows from (9), (10) in view of (2) that each of the functions f Ij-1), f(j-1) 
( j  = n, n --  1,..., 1) is defined at I G ] = I-Ij=l ] Hs I points and the number of 
memory cells for storage fis-1) or f(j-1) equals ] G ]. For computation of any 
specific value o f f  (~-1~ or f ~j-l~ we need ] Hs ] multiplications. Consequently, 
the total number of multiplications for computing f or f by Theorem 1 equals 
i a I Zs~x I Hs I. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF OPT IMAL  CHECKS 
The number [I 8H If of nonzero values of 8~r for the check aH @f  -~ ~ -}- 
h(K)(f, 9: G ~ K, 3H: G ~ {0, 1}, h e K) affects the number of additions 
needed for checking the givenf  whenf  is calculated by a computer program, and 
affects the network complexity when f is realized by a network (see Section 5). 
Accordingly, we use the H S/¢ II as a complexity criterion for the function 3H. 
Let, for the given f :  G --~ K and any 7 ~ K, ~- ~ G, 
d~ 
(12) 
where [0, t] = 1 for all t ~ G. 
THEOREM 2. Let f :  G --~ K, K be any splitting field for G with char K = 0 
or char K 4"1 G I. Then 
(3s7± @ f)(t) = 73sTl(t © "r) + ~ f(~) -- 7), (K) for all t E G 
iff s7 c ~,(7, ~). 
Proof. Let ~± be a normal subgroup in G. We first prove that if 
(13) 
1, te~±;  
8~±(t) = O, t q K)±; (14) 
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then 
t & 
(0, 
(~) (15) 
0~;  
(0 is (do × &)-zero matrix). 
By (6) 
do, 
8~±(co) = I G----~ Z [to, t-~], (K). (16) 
If W ~,  then 8o.(to ) = do/[ G [ I~" l E, (K). If to ~,  then to =/= 0 since 
0 E~for  every~ C 0. Hence, by (3), (4) for to ~ 
& E [ ,o , t -q -  & 8~±(to) = I G--T I G1 - - -  E [~, t-,][0, t] = 0, (K). ~± 
From (13) and (15) by the theorems of convolution and translation or arguments 
for Fourier transform faro we have for any ~o ~ 
/ (~) = ~ ,4.. 
I~ , - -~ ,  [to,?],  to =/= 0; k i~,l  
(17) 
and by (17) in a view of definition (12) we have ~ _C f2~0, , r). Conversely, if
a'? C S2~(y, ~-), then (17) is satisfied for any to e ~ and (13) is also satisfied. 
It will be shown in the next section that the complexity of a network implemen- 
tation of a check (13) for the given channel f :  G --~ K depends only on the 
complexity I] 3H [1 = E~a 3H(~) of the function 8H: G ~ {0, 1}. 
Thus, by Theorem 2 we have the following procedure for construction of the 
best checking equation (13). 
1. For the given f :  G -+ K, compute by (6) or by (9), ( l l ) f .  
2. By (12), construct the sets £2i(7, ~-). 
3. For the given group G, construct all closed subsets ~ of the dual 
object ~. 
4) Find 7opt ~ K, ~'op* ~ G, ~opt C G from the condition 
max max o~(~'2) /x max c~(3"~) zx c~(~opt) (18) 
= _ I l). 
o~ IS ~± I
. Construct 8s7~_: G --~ {0, 1} by (14), for 7 = 7opt, • = ropt, ~2 = ~op*. 
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We note that for any f,  y, r the set ~f(7, r) depends on K. Consequently, the 
set Oopt also depends on K. This poses and apparently quire difficult problem: 
optimal selection of a field K minimizing the complexity of the check. 
We note also that if Imf  C N then transition from C to any field GF(q) 
(q  - -  a prime and q > max~f(x)) may result only in the increasing of] f2i(7, r)l 
for all y, r. Consequently, c~(Oopt), generally speaking, increases and the com- 
plexity of the check is reduced. (See definition of a(O) and ~± in Section 2 and 
(14). See also Example 5.) 
EXAMPLE 3. Let fa: C~ × C a --+ GF( l l )  is defined by Table 1. (see also 
Example 2; absolutely irreducible representations of C 2 × C a in GF( l l )a re  
given in Table I; closed subsets ~ C C 2 × S a , ~(~) and .O± are represented for 
C~. × S a in Table II.) 
We will find now by Theorem 2 the optimal checking equation for f l .  Table I I I  
lists the Fourier transformfl(~o ) in GF(11) clmputed by (6). Then for every r E G 
By (is) 
OA(r,r)  = t {0 '1 '2 '3 '5} '  if y~-0 ;  
{{0}, if y va 0. 
yopt = 0; Oopt = ~4 {0, 1, 2, 3}; ~Q~pt = {0, 1, 2}. 
Since for our group 1-1 = 2, 2 -1 = 1 we have by (13) the following checking 
equation forfa 
A(t) +A( t  © 1) @A(t  G 2) = 1, (GF(ll), for 
and t ~ G. 
We now apply Theorem 2 in the important case of pseudoboolean channels. 
By "pseudoboolean channel" we mean any device or any program calculating 
a function from n binary arguments. For this case, G = C2n is a group of binary 
n-vectors with componentwise addition rood 2. 
I f  K is a finite field, the necessary and sufficient condition for existence of 
absolutely irreducible representations of C2 n in K is that / K ]  be odd. The 
Fourier transform in this case is known as the Walsh-Gal0is transform and in 
the case K = C as the Walsh-Hadamard transform (Karpovskyi 1976). 
We denote for pseudoboolean channels 
~,(r )  zx (~o {f(~o) = y2 -n} va {0}. (19) 
Then, since for pseudoboolean channels ~(.q) -= 
for Oopt 
max max I -(2 [ : max I~Q 
~]  instead of (18), we have 
= '~.U2ovt. (20) 
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TABLE III 
o~ (~ol, ,o~) fl(o~) f~(~o), (GF(11)) f2(o~), (C) 
5 0 (0, 0) 4 8 
1 (1, 0) 0 0 0 
2 (0, 1) 0 9 --61- 
3 (1, 1) 0 5 3 
(ii) ( 01) 1(17) 
To simplify this procedure we may replace 7opt and ~opt by 7'opt and Oopt 
where 
max [ ~21(y)1 ~-(7opt) and max I ~ J I - '  ~2ovt l- (21) 
(Note that the complexity of the check constructed by (21) is, generally speaking, 
higher than that of the check constructed by (20).) 
EXAMPLE 4. For the pseudoboolean channel f ( t )  = t 2 -  170 --  35, f :  
8 
C28 --~ C from the Example 1 we havef(co) = 0, F] co II = ~-~j=l °-12" > 2, [ 12i(0)[ = 
t 2 s (0 s) - -  (s 1) - -  (2 s) ---- 219, 7opt = 0 and ~ may be chosen as a linear space 
over GF(2) with basis {(1100 1000), (01100100), (00110010), (10010001)}. Then 
//1 ~ ~x is a linear space with basis {(10001001), (0100 1100), (00100110), 
(0001 0011)}. Since the for every t~ C28 t ---- t -1, we have by (13) for f ( t )  = 
t z - -  170t --  35: S:,.~nlf(t W ~-) ---- 120 (W stands for componentwise addition 
mod 2). Note that this check is not unique for # - -  170t --  35. For example we 
may replace Hj by the subspace H a with basis {10001110),(0100 1101), 
(00101011), (0001 0001)}. 
Let G ~ H 1 × "'" × Hn.  In some cases it is important to know whether 
there exists the check generated by the given subgroup H~. for the channel f :  
G --~ K. For example (see Section 5), in the case where Hj is a cyclic group, the 
network implementation of the check can be essentially simplified. 
For every co ~ ~ (G ---- H, × --" × Hn) we denote co = (0) 1 ,..., co,~), co e G, 
co~ e {0, 1 .... , [ H~ I - -  1}, r = 1, 2,..., n (see Section 2). Then, for the given 
f :G- ->K there exists a check (SH~@f)(t) =7~Hj(t  @*)+ 1Hj [ / [G I  
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(~6f (~)  --  Y), (K) generated by the normal subgroup Hj iff for every co = 
(col ,..., ~o;_1,0,  co;+1 ,..., co~), 
~o ~ 01(r, r). (22) 
Indeed, (22) follows from the proof of Theorem 1, in view of 
{co leo; = 0)" = H i .  
EXAMPLE 5. Let channel f2: G -+ GF( l l )  (where G = C 2 x S3) is defined 
by Table I. The indexing of the elements t a G by vectors (t I , t2) , t 1 a C 2 , 
t~ ~ S a is given in Table I. Iv. this case ¢o = (col, co2), (% ~ C2, °)2 ~ Sa), 
col ~ {0, l}, co 2 ~ {0, 1, 2}. The indexing of the representation coa ~ by vectors 
co = (col, co2) is given in Table I I I .  
From this table it follows that ~ = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 2)} = Y2y~(2, 4). Hence 
by (22) C a is the subgroup of G, generating the cyclic check 
f2(t) +f2( t  © 6) = 28c~(t © 4) + 1, (C2 = {0, 6}), (GF(ll)). 
It follows from Tables I I  and I I I  that if we consider f2 as f2: G --+ C, then a 
non-trivial cyclic check fro f2 does not exist. 
We consider now construction of linear checks for a device or a computer 
program calculating the system of functions {flo), . . . , f(~-l)},ff j l :  G -+ K ( j  - -  0, 
1 .... , s --  1). Let G (~) be come group with s elements. The system {f(o),...,ff~-a)} 
may then be considered as a computation channel f :  G m X G --+ K over the 
group G (1) × G, and the methods described in this section may be made of use 
in finding the checks for f (and consequently for the given system {flo),..., 
fls-~)}). In this connection we have an apparently quite difficult problem of 
optimal selection of a group G m of the given order s = I GI*) I minimizing the 
complexity of the check. 
5. IMPLEMENTATION OF LINEAR CHECKING EQUATIONS 
FOR THE COMPUTATION CHANNEL 
We attribute an error e (e: G --~ K) to a channel f :  G --+ K if the latter yields 
f + e, (K) instead off.  (In other words, we use the additive method to describe 
the influence of errors in the channel.) 
The procedure of error detection or correction is divided in two steps, as is 
usually done in coding theory: first, we compute the results of the checks (1), 
called the error syndrome; secondly, we detect or correct errors by the computed 
syndrome. We give now the formal definitions. 
qT~ 
Let K~- be some chosen fields and f :  G -+ N)=I Kj be the given channel with 
ft~ 
the system of checks 3~j @f  = ~oj @ )tj, (/£3-). Let e: G -+ 0j=l K~- be an error 
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in the channel f. By the syndrome S(~) of an error e, we,mean the system of 
functions S~ ~1 G --+ Kj defined as: 
S} ~) ~ aHj @ (f  + e) -- (pj -- ~. = ~Hj @ e, (Kj), ( j  = 1,..., m). (23) 
In this section we consider methods for syndrome computation. In practice, 
computation of the syndrome S(~) may be implemented with the aid of the 
computer program or the linear discrete network containing only the delay 
elements, the adder in the field K and elements realizing the group operation ©. 
In the first case the quantity Zj~I I] 3Hi II (see preceding section) is the number 
of elementary addition in computing the syndrome S (~). In the second, it deter- 
mines the complexity of the corresponding discrete network, i.e. the number of 
elements needed for its realization and the time for computing the syndrome 
(see Fig. 1, below). 
Let { f(°) ..... f(~-l)} be the given system of  functions f(J): G -+ K, (j = 0,..., 
error e 
_ • 
.... "I - - \ -  
L~Ompu~atio~ 
L~ 
t 
Syndrome s(e) O) 
.(:hr- I f 
t 
Block  comput ing  group operat ion .  
d.l 
+ 
t l -~- -~t ,  T_ , 
FIG. l. 
One-s tep  de lay  e lement .  
Adder -accumulator  w i th  in i t ia l  s ta te  -kcK, 
Block multiplying by the constant ¥~K. 
Block computing Kronecker delta. 
Network implementation of one check for the system {f(0),...,fcs-1)}. 
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s - -  1). We consider {/(;)} as a function f :G(n  × G-+K,  where G (n = 
{0,..., s - -  1}. The network implementation of one checking equation 3 H @f  = 
50 q- a, (K) is given in Fig. 1. 
Here 
ll, 
~( J '  ¢) = o, 
j c H(~> = {0,..., r - -  1}, ~ c H = {0, ~ ,..., qm-~};  
otherwise 
H being a normal subgroup of G and H u) a normal subgroup of G(n; the j th 
right coset of G u) with respect o H u) is {jr, jr q- 1,..., ( j  q- 1)r - -  1}, (r = ! HInl; 
j = 0,..., s i r -  1)1. As previously in Theorem 1, we suppose that 50(t)= 
7~,~(t o ~), (K). 
In the network of Fig. 1. signals corresponding to 
f (t) , f (t  0 ~) , . . . , f ( f  0 ~1-~1-1) and ~,-].*' 3,-~.*oq ~'" ' ,  ~-L*oq-k,_l 
are applied at successive instants of time to the input of the adders ~ in the field 
K with initial state --~ a K. For generation of 50(t) = 73H(t 0 ~), we make use 
of the fact that, by definition of 3H, we have 
[HI--1 
3H(t O ~) = ~,-1~ + Y~ 3~-1~®,;1, (K). 
j= l  
error e 
! 
d/ d2~, d(u_l)~ d I dj d I ~ ".'.'. s 
,r-I 
Syndrome S {e) (t) 
i - s tep  de lay  e lement .  
d i 
F la .  2. Network  imp lementat ion  o f  a check  for  channe l f  = {f(0),...,f(s-1,} in case H 
contains the subgroup H" = {0, ~1 ..... ~-1}. 
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Let H contain some subgroup H '  = {0, ~1 . . . . .  ~--1} (not necessarily normal in 
H), and let [ H Ill = v be the number of right cosets of H with respect o H', 
with representatives 0, ~71 ,..., ~7~-1 • The following block diagram (see Fig. 2) is 
then equivalent to that of Fig. 1. 
To implement his network, we need only (1 + v - -  2) delay elements and 
(l + v -  2)elements realizing the group operation. Accordingly the network 
of Fig. 2. is preferable if H contains some non-trivial subgroup H' .  
The network implementation of the given check 8~/@ f = ~0 +/ t ,  (K) can 
be further simplified if H is a cyclic subgroup of the original group G. The 
network implementation of a check ~H @f  = ~o + ~, (K) (Sn(~) = 1 iff ~ e H, 
H being a cyclic group with generator a) is given in Fig. 3. 
t 
a - I  d I 
r - I  
e r ro r  e 
I T . ! 
'1 . . . . . . . .  
--L_- 
. . . 
"W 
Syndrome S (e)(t)  
Fie. 3. Network implementation f channelf = {fc0),...,fc,-l~} in ease of the check, 
generated by the cyclic subgroup with generator c~. 
Here we have identity of H at the output of the delay element d 1 at the initial 
time and signals corresponding to ~-1, t, • ~ G are applied, at ] H ] successive 
instants of time, to the inputs of the network. It  should be noted that the com- 
plexity of the network of Fig. 3. does not depend on the cardinality [H ] of the 
chosen cyclic subgroup, which only affects the time required for the check. 
Suppose now that the syndrome computation is implemented by a computer 
program. 
Let ~H @f  = ~o + A, (K), H = {~ I ~H(~) = 1}, H containing some non- 
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trivial normal subgroups //1, H.~ of group G, and let 3H~(~ ) = 1, iff ~ ~ H~; 
r = 1, 2. I f  moreover, 
03H ~ ~H~ @ ~H~ , 0 ~ K, (24) 
(11 ~ {1 > l, II ~H~ I{ > 1) then we need [] 3H1 il @ ]1 ~H, {l ~< [I ~H I] elementary 
additions to comlbute S (~). It  is readily seen that (24) holds iff H is the smallest 
normal subgroup of G containing H t and H a and 0 = i H1 c3 H a I. 
6. ERROR-DETECTING AND CORRECTING CAPABILITY 
OF A SYSTEM OF LINEAR CHECI(S FOR A COMPUTATION CHANNEL 
Let there be a system of m checks in some chosen fields Kj  ( j  ---- 1,..., m) 
K constructed in accordance with Theorem 2 for the given channel f :  G --+ ('1~'=1 5: 
3H~@f=PJ4 -A j , (K J ) ,  ( j=  1 .... ,m). (25) 
Here 8H,(t) = 1 iff r cH j ,  Hj being normal subgroups in G, I Hj]  > 1, 
Im ~oj _C 5;~=~ Kj for all j = 1,..., m. 
We shall consider two methods for detection or correction of an error e by the 
syndrome S ~) (see (23) in Section 5) namely memoryless and memory-aided 
decoding. 
In memoryless decoding the value e(t) is computed for the every t e G by 
S(~l(t); in memory-aided ecoding e = (e(0), e(1) ..... e(I G] - -  1)) is computed 
by S ~) = (SI~}(0), See)(1),..., Sic)(] G{ -- 1)). (We suppose that elements of G 
are numbered by integers, G = {0,..., ] G] - -  1}). We note that the procedure 
of error detection and correction is simpler with memoryless decoding, but as 
will be shown in this section, the error-correcting capability of the given checking 
system (25) is reduced in this case. 
We give the formal definitions. Let for any set E or errors, the error e = 0 
belongs to E. 
A set Eo f  errors in a channel f with checks (25) is detected by memoryless 
decoding if, for any e E E and for every given t e G, it follows from e(t) ~ 0 that 
there existsje{1,.. . ,  m} such that S~)(t) =/= O. 
A set E Of errors is corrected by memoryless decoding, if for any e 1 , e 2 e E 
and for every given t e G, it follows from el(t) ~ e2(t ) that there existsj E {1,..., m} 
Such that S~eP(t) =/=- S~%)(t). 
A set E of errors in a ehannel f  with checks (25) is detected by memory-aided 
decoding if, for any e ~ E it follows from e -~ 0 that there exist j ~ {1,..., m} and 
t ~ G such that S~")(t) ~ O. 
A setE  of errors is corrected by memory-aided decoding if, for any e 1 , e a ~ E 
it follows f rom e 1 =/= e a that there exist j ~ {1, 2,..., m} and t ~ G such that 
s?l'(t) # s?2'(t). 
643/40/3-8 
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It will be shown in this section that the error-detection and correction capa- 
bilities of the check system (25) increase exponentially on transition from 
memoryless to memory-aided decoding. 
A system of checks (25) is said to be orthogonal if Hi t3 H~ = (0} (i ~ j; 
i , j  ~-1,. . . ,  m). (Such a definition of orthogonality of computation-channel 
checks is analogous to one used in the theory of threshold decoding for error- 
correcting codes (see, e.g., Massey, 1963).) Hereinafter, only orthogonal checks 
will be considered. 
An error is said to be present in the given channel f i r  for the latterf  + e, (K), 
is computed instead off .  By the multiplicity of an error el we mean [] e H- (Such 
a definition of multiplicity is natural, if the errors in computing f ( t )  are inde- 
pendent for different  - -  as, for example, it may be the case whenf(t )  is informa- 
tion stored in a memory cell with address t.) 
We next consider the question of maximal multiplicity of errors detected or 
corrected by a system (25) of m orthogonal checks, using memoryless and 
memory-aided ecoding. 
THEOREM 3. For any channel f :  G -+ 0j=l Ks and any system (25) of m 
orthogonal checks, we have for memoryless decoding: 
(i) All errors with multiplicity at most m are detected, and all those with 
multiplicity at most [m/2] are corrected. 
(ii) There exist errors with multiplicity m + 1 and Ira/2] + l, which are 
not detected and not corrected, respectively. (Here [m/2] is the greatest integer 
m/2). 
Proof. (i) The error e is not detected under memoryless decoding, if there 
exists t ~ G such that e(t) :# 0 and 
S~e) ( t )~- (3us@e) ( t ) - - - -e ( t )+ ~ e(t Q~- I )  ~_O, (K j ) , j= l  .... ,m. (26) 
By the orthogonality of the checks, it follows from (26) that there exist at 
least m different elements tl ,... , t• such that t s ~ t (mod Hj), t~ :/: t and e(tj) ~ O, 
j = 1, 2,..., m. Hence, [] e t[ ~ m + 1, and any error with multiplicity not 
greater than m will be detected by m checks. 
Now let ][ e 1 tt ~ [m/2], I] e2 ]I ~ [m/2] and el(t ) 5 ~ e2(t ) for  some t ~ G. Set 
e ~ e I - -  e 2 then e(t) ~ 0 and I]e I] < 2[m/2] ~-~ m. Then there existsj ~ (1,..., m} 
such that s)e)(t) = S~el)(t) - -  S~e~)(t) :# O, hence any error with multiplicity at 
most [m/2] will be corrected. 
(ii) We define e 0 as follows: 
eo(0 ) = 1; eo( tl) - -  - -  eo(tm) = --  1 ; eo(t ) = 0 if t 6 {0, t~ ,..., t~} 
where t~.~H~., tj :/:0, j=  1,...,m. Then lie0]] =m-+-  1 but S)%)(0) = 0, 
( j  ~-~ 1,..., m), and the error e o is not deteCted~ 
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Defining: 
el(O ) = 1 ; el(t1) - -  - -  e 1(t[.~/21) = - -  1 ; el(t ) = 0 if t ~ {0, t t , . . . ,  t[,,/2]}, 
e2(tb~/2]+l) = "-- = e2(tm) = 1; e2(t ) = 0 if t ~ {t[~/~]+ 1 .... , t,~}, 
(tj 6 H i ,  tj @ 0 , j  ~ 1 ..... m), we have ]/ea 1[ = [m/2] + 1, II e2 II = m - [m/2]  ~< 
[m/2] -I- 1, ea(0 ) =/= e2(0 ) but  
/ 
s~)(o) = s~)(o) = }o, 
( 1, 
j = 1,..., 
. . . .  
and errors e 1 , e 2 with mult ipl ic i ty [m/2] + 1 are not corrected. 
Note that for correction with memoryless decoding, use may be made of a 
method analogous to the major ity logic approach in error-correcting codes (see, 
e.g., Massey, 1963). Let  m z 2l + 1 and r] e [1 ~< 1. Then  for any t ~ G, there are 
at lease l + 1 components with the same value e(t) in a vector S(e)(t) = 
(S[*)(t),..., S~)(t ) ) .  We thus have a simple means of error correction for a syndrome 
vector (S~)(t ) , . . . ,  S~)( t ) ) .  
We now consider the maximal mult ipl ic ites of errors detected or corrected 
with memory-a ided ecoding. 
For  a given system (25) or orthogonal checks, we denote M(a  1 ,..., a,~) as the 
set of all t ~ G such that there exist tj ~ Hj., t 3- =~ 0, and 
t ¢rlt I @ a2t 2 Q) "'" Q) amt m ~ Q)'ajtj,aj~{O, 1},aj t j  A t t j '  aj = 1. 
j=~ = fO, aj : 0 ' 
t t 
j = 1,..., m. We also resuire that for any a = ((r 1 ,..., am) and a' = (al ..... am), 
(~ # a') 
M(a)  n 34(#)  ;~ (;~ is the empty set). (27) 
(Note that by setting 
~' =(o,.. . ,o, l ,o,. . . ,o), ,=(o  ..... O,l,O ..... o) 
i j 
we have by (27), H i  c3 Hj  = {0}, (i @ j ) . )  I f  for a system (25) of checks the 
condit ion (27) holds, then the number  m of checks satisfies 
m ~ log 2 I G I. (28) 
Condit ion (27) essentially implies that H 1 × "-- × Hm is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of G and this is a very strong restriction on the system (25) of checks. 
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m 
THEOREM 4. For any channel f :  G --+ (']~=1 K~ and any system of m checks 
~Hj @ f = ~oj + 2j ( j  = 1,..., m) satisfying (27), we have for memory-aided 
decoding: 
(i) All errors with multiplicity at most 2 ~ - 1 are detected, and all those 
with multiplicity at most 2 m-1 -- 1 are corrected. 
(ii) There exist errors with multiplicity 2 ~ and 2 ~-1, which are not detected 
and not corrected, respectively. 
Proof. (i) Let  e(t) ~ 0 for some t E G. We shall show that if the error e is 
not detected, then for any vector a = (a a ,..., am) (a 3. e {0, 1}) there exists at 
least one t~t  @M(a) ( t  @M(a)  ={~[~ =t  @v, veM(u)})  such that 
e(t~) ~ O. Since from (27) ] ~)~ M(a)I  ~ 2% then it follows from the above that 
]lel[ ~2 m. 
~R 
The proof will be by induct ion on II a ]1 = ~'=1 a j .  
Let  e(t) 7"= 0 and set a = (0,..., 0). Then  [[ aii = 0, and setting t~ = t we have 
t ~ t © M(a) and e(t~) =/= O. 
Let  it further be assumed that e( t )~ O, e is not detected and for any ~r' such 
that [] a' ]1 = 1 (l = 1,..., m - -  1) there exists t~; ~ t @ M(a') such that e(to.) ~ O. 
Set [] a II = l + 1. By the definition of M(a) ,  there exist a'  and some non-tr iv ial  
subgroup H i (i E {1, 2,..., m}) such that [[ a' I] = I and 
M(cr) - -  U M(a ' )  © ~. (29) 
~Hi-{0} 
Since by the assumption e(t~,) ~ O, and if e is not detected then 
e(t,, @ ~-1) _ e(t~,) -~- ~ e(t~, @ ~-x) _ O, (Ki), 
5~H i eeHi--{0} 
and there exists at least one ~ ~ H i (0} such that if we set t .  - -  t~. © ~-1 
then e(t.) -:/= O. But t~, ~ t © M(#) ,  and in view of (29) we have t.  - -  t., © ~-1 
t @ M(a) .  Consequently,  all e such that 0 < ]le ]] ~ 2 ~ 1 are detected. 
Let  now ]] e 1]1 ~ 2m-1 l, [] e e I[ ~ 2~-1 l,  e I ¢ e 2 . Then  e ~: e I e2, 
e @ 0, [[ e ]] < 2 m, e is detected and there exists t ~ G, j e {1, 2 ..... m} such that 
S~)(t) --  S/~)(t) SJ.%)(t) =/: O. Consequently,  all errors mult ipl ic ity at most 
2 m-1 1 are corrected. 
(ii) We now construct the non-detected error e o with mult ipl ic i ty 2 m. 
Let  us fix arbitrary t~ ~ H j  (t 9- v ~ 0), j - -  1,..., m and set 
Co(t)_ ( 1) [ l~] , i f thereex is tsa=(a  1 ..... am) such that t = @ a/j;  (30) 
j= l  
• ~ 0, otherwise. 
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It follows by (30) that I] e0 ]] ~ 2~'. We show now that for any t ~ G andj  ~ (1,..., m}, 
S~°)(t) = Ec~nj eo(t © ~-1) _ O, (Ks). 
I f  for some t ~ G and some ~j ~ Hi ,  eo(t © ~-1) :/_ 0 then in view of (30) 
there can be found a such that t © ~71 -: ©i=a aiti and 
Sj ( ) ~- Z 6'o(t © ¢-1) = e© aiti ~u Z 8o 0 triti O ~-1 
~cHj , = gs//~-{0} '= , 
-~o  a/ti + Z ~o a~t~o~- lo  © a#/,(K~) (31) 
z 1 z 1 ~Hj--{0} "= i=]+1 
(Here we use the fact that H a and Hi+ 1 × ..- × Hm are normal subgroups of G 
with only the identity in common.) Now, if aj = 0, then in view of (30), (27), 
e© aiti @ ~-a @ © aiti =A 0 
i=]+I 
and by (30) we have 
e0 aiti @ ~-1 © © aiti = (_l)l!~II+l, (Kj). 
~Hj-{0} i=J+l 
Hence, by (31), (30) 
S}~°)(t) ----- (--1)r~°ll + (--1)/l"ll+l = 0, (Ks), ( j  = 1 .... , m). 
Analogically, if %. = 1 then in view of (30), (27) we see that 
and 
e0 ©ai t /©~- l@ © aiti #0  iff U l=t  -1 j , 
\ i=1 i=]+1 
e0 e~ti © ~-1 © © ait/ = (--1) rl~J!-~, (Kj). 
~'e:Hj--{0} i=]+1 
(Note that IIe II > 1 since %. = 1.) Consequently, by (31), (30) 
s~°)(t) = (-1)"°" + ( -1 )  Jf~"-I = o, (Ks), ( j  = 1,..., m) 
and e 0 is not detected. 
To conclude this proof, we note that existence of non-corrected errors with 
multiplicity 2 "~-1 follows from the fact that otherwise any error with multiplicity 
2 m would be detected. 
Thus, it follows from Theorems 3and 4 that the error-detecting and correcting 
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capabilities of a system of m orthogonal checks do not depend on field K and 
increase xponentially on transition from memoryless tomemory-aided decoding. 
EXAMPLE 6. For the pseudoboolean channel f ( t )  ~- t 2 --  170t-- 35, f :  
C28-+ C from Example 4, Section 4 we have constructed two checks 
~,¢~H~f(t W ~-) ~ 120 (i ~- l, 2), H1, H 2 have been described in Example 4. 
It is easy to verify that these checks are orthogonal and the condition (27) is 
satisfied. Thus from Theorems 3 and 4 these two checks detect all double errors 
and correct all single errors for memoryless decoding, detect all triple errors and 
correct all single errors for memory-aided decoding. 
7. ORTHOGONAL CHECKS FOR COMPUTATION CHANNELS 
AND ERROR-CORRECTING CODES 
We consider in this section properties of error correcting codes generated 
by systems of orthogonal checks for computation channels. 
We recall some basic definitions. Let Vg,K be a linear space over the field K 
of dimension g, d('; ") being the Hamming metric in Vg.K, i.e. for any fx, 
f2 ~ Vg,lc, d(fl;fz) ~-]]fl --f~ H - -  the number of non-zero components in the 
vector f l  -- fz • A set F C Vg,K is called the error-correcting code over K with 
distance d(F), if mini1,12 d(f l ; f2 ) ---- d(F). It is called a linear (g, h)-code over K if 
it is an h-dimensional subspace of Vg.x, in which case it may also be defined by 
its ((g -- h) × g) check matrix (Fo) over K, i.e. f ~ F iff (F~)f = 0, (K). (32) The 
density of parity checks for the (g, h)-code F is defined as 
1 Y~ II(F,)i.j II- 
~(F)  - -  (g  _ h )g  ,:,~ 
The coding and decoding procedures may be simplified on decreasing of/~(F), 
but this leads also to reduction of a transmission rate R(F)  ~ gh -1 of a code F 
(see, e.g., Gallager, 1963). We denote by f ( t )  the tth component of the code 
vector f~F  (t ~ 0, 1,...,g -- 1). 
A function a: {0, 1,..., g -- 1} --~ (0, 1,..., g -- 1} is called an automorphism 
of a code F if for any f~F  we have f (a )6F ,  where (f(a))(t) ~f(a( t ) ) ,  t ~- 
0,..., g -- 1. The set of all automorphisms of F is a group Aut(F) which affects 
the complexity of the coding and decoding procedures (see, e.g., MAC 
WILLIAMS, 1964). If, for example, Aut(F) contains the group of cyclic transla- 
tions of vectors from F, then we have an important class of cyclic codes. Analysis 
of Aut(F) and construction of codes with the given Aut(F) is an important and 
difficult problem in coding theory (MAC WILLIAMS, 1964). 
We consider now the error correcting codes generated by systems of orthogonal 
checks for computation channels. 
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(ii) 
H I )<. . .  
ordering 
t, e {0,.. . ,  
iff 
TI~EOREM 5. For a given system of m checks in the field K satisfying (27) we 
denote 
F = {f[ 3n~ @f  = 9j + As, (K); H~- normal subgroups of G ( j  = 1,..., m)}. (33) 
Then 
(i) for any ~:  G --~ K, A.~ ~ K, F is an error correcting code over K with 
Hamming distance d(F) = 2m; 
(ii) for ~, = O, A s = O, (K), ( j  ~- 1,..., m), F is a linear (I G I, ] a ] R(F))- 
9n 
code with d(F) = 2% R(F) = l~i=~ (1 -- I Hi [-1) and G C Aut(F). 
Proof. (i) For any f l ,  f2 ~ F we set e = f i  - -  f2,  (K). Then Snj @ e = 0, 
(K), (j = 1 .... , m), e is not detected by memory-aided decoding and, by Theorem 
4, [I eH /> 2 m and d(F) >/2% 
On the other hand there exists the error e 0 such that I/eo ]] : 2 ~ and e o is not 
detected by memory-aided decoding (see Theorem 4, (ii)). Hence, i f feF  then 
f+  e o eF,  (K), and d(F) = 2% 
I f  %- ----- 0, A~- : 0 ( j  = 1,,.., m), then F is linear space over K. By (27) 
× H m is isomorphic to some normal subgroup of G and for any 
elements of subgroups Hj we have t : (t 1 .... , t~, t~+l) where 
t H~'[ - -  1} (j = 1 .... , m), t,~+le{0,... , I G [ I-Ij~l ]H0" I-i}. ThenfeF  
In~l-i 
f (q  ,..., t,_l, t , ,  t,+ t ,..., t~,, t~+l) = 0 ( j  : 1,..., m) 
t j=0 
for all t~+ 1e {0,..., I G [ Y[~=I [ H~ [-1}. Hence if I G I = g, R(F) = gh -1 then 
fI fI h = d imF = I G ] R(F) --  I-Ij~l [Hs'[ (r Hs" I --  1) = I G ] (1 --  [ Hjl-1). 
j=l j=l 
For any feF  and r e G we set f~(t) =f( t  Q) "r) then f~ eF  and G _C Aut(F). 
We note that for a code F generated by a system of orthogonal homogeneous 
checks with 95 =0,  Aj =0 ( j=  1,...,m) i f feF  then for any ~b:G- -+K 
f @ ~ E F, ~b @ f e F andF is a two side ideal in the group algebra of the group G 
over the field K. We note also that code F is a special case of the low density 
parity check codes considered by Gallager (1963) and one may construct by 
Theorem 5 linear codes F over the given field K with the fixed Hamming 
distance d(F )~ 2% with transmission rate R(F) asymptotically ([ G I -+  oo) 
equals to one and with the density of checks/x(F) asymptotically equals to zero. 
For example, we may set G = I-I j=lH~, [ H 1 [ . . . .  = ] H~ [ = [ H I ,  then 
by Theorem 5 we have a linear (I H ]~*, ([ H I --  1) ~) codeF over K with d(F) = 
2 ~ and if I G [ -+ 0% then [ H ] --~ o% limj~rl~ R(F) -~ limlnl~ ~ (1 --  r H ]-l)~ 
1 and for m > 1 l imlnl~/ , (F)  = limtnl~  [ H 1 -(~-a) ~ 0. 
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